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What we’re reading

‘A First-Rate
Madness: Uncovering
The Links Between
Leadership and
Mental Illness’

By Nassir Ghaemi, director of the Mood Disorder
Program at Tufts Medical
Center. It is a very interesting mix of historical evaluations of some great leaders
and their proximity to or
diagnosis of mental illness.
The author uses American historical examples
of presidents and current
psychological measures in
citing examples of great
and terrible leaders, such
as: Napoleon, Lincoln,
Nixon, Churchill, Hitler and
others. The author also asserts that ‘those with mood
disorders make the best
leaders in times of crisis.’ It
is a fast reading and fascinating hypothesis that may
ease our current capacity
to evaluate past, present
and future leaders.
— OFFRA GERSTEIN

‘All the Light We
Cannot See’

By Anthony Doerr. I picked
it up after my wife Rebecca
finished it, and, like her, I
could not put it down. It
is set in World War II and
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give two house concerts
this weekend at a private
residence.
The feast of stories will
begin at 7 p.m. on Saturday, May 26, and 3 p.m. on
Sunday, May 28. The suggested donation is $1520. For details, or to reserve your spot, call 831479-1874.
SANTA CRUZ

A CRITIC’S TAKE

traces two primary characters from opposite sides:
a French girl who loses her
sight and with her family, is
tossed by destiny into the
resistance; and a boy from
humble German beginnings
whose skill with radio puts
him on the front lines of the
war - and eventually into
contact with the girl. It’s really not so much a war story
as it is a story about fate,
dreams, and the humanity
that does, ultimately, bind
us all. It’s beautifully written
and the storyline and its
characters are believable,
so much so that the reader
becomes them.
— DAN HAIFLEY
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‘The Realistic Joneses’ runs Fridays to Sundays through June 3at Center Stage in Santa Cruz.

‘Realistic Joneses’ offers laughs
‘The Street
Philosophy of Garry
Winogrand’

By Geoff Dyer. To the omnivorous eye of photographer
Garry Winogrand (19281984) everything, especially
random human activity on
city streets, the more apparently incoherent the
better, was artistic material. Winogrand’s on-the-fly
style, his blink-of-an-eye
chaos-capturing frames,
reveal how much is going
on at any given moment,
even when there seems to
be no obvious “subject” of a
picture. But multiple stories
are suggested in every shot,
and the English writer Geoff
Dyer — author of many
books that test the boundaries of genre — teases out
several possible meanings in
each of 100of Winogrand’s
spontaneous compositions.
A mixture of art criticism,
cultural history, inventive association, prose poetry and
stand-up comedy, Dyer’s
witty and insightful commentaries on Winogrand’s
photographs enable the
reader to see the extraordinary richness of these images, and the everyday world
they document, with freshly
inspired vision.
— STEPHEN KESSLER

Gary Chiapetta, pedal
steel guitar; and Mark
Falge on drums.
The Poet & Patriot Irish
Pub is at 320 Cedar St. For
details, call 831-426-8620.
SANTA CRUZ

Diet Cig
American pop-punk duo
Diet Cig will perform at 9
p.m. on Friday, May 25, at
The Crepe Place.
Formed in New York in
2014, the band consists of
Alex Luciano on guitar/
vocals and Noah Bowman
on drums. They released
their debut EP, Over Easy,
in 2015. They released
their debut album, Swear
I’m Good at This, in 2017.
Tickets are $10. The
Crepe Place is at 1134 Soquel Ave. For details, visit
crepeplace.com
SANTA CRUZ

Jesse Daniel and
the Highballers
Jesse Daniel and The
Highballers will bring
their country best to a 9
p.m. performance on Saturday, May 26, at Moe’s AlCleveland Cowboys
and the Diva Zee Zee ley.Daniel, a Ben Lomond
The Cleveland Cowboys native, grew up listenand the Diva Zee Zee bring ing to music with his fatheir old-time Country and ther, who was a talented
Western, Rockabilly and
musician himself. DanHonky-tonk Hit Parade to iel played in several punk
the Poet & Patriot for a 9
bands growing up and alp.m. show on Friday, May
ways drew inspiration
25.
from music. His life took
The Cowboys boast the
a turn for the worse when
a diverse repertoire of 50s, he found himself addicted
60s and 70s country muto drugs and homeless.
sic, including the best of
He was able to turn his
Waylon Jennings, George
life around, and today
Jones, Tammy Wynette,
creates music that pulls
Buck Owens, Willie Nelfrom traditional country
son, Linda Ronstadt, Patsy but allows his personal
Cline, Lefty Frizzle, Marty message to shine through.
Robins, Johnny Cash, Ray
Tickets are $9. Moe’s
Price and the one and only Alley is at 1535 CommerHank Williams.
cial Way. For details, visit
The six-piece band fea- www.moesalley.com.
tures the opera-trained
soprano Diva Zee Zee on
Best Bets is your weekly
vocals; Peter Nichols, vo- guide to Santa Cruz
cals and guitar; Rick
County events. Send
Tacklind, bass and vocals; items to features@
Billy Edgell, lead guitar;
santacruzsentinel.com.

IF YOU GO

By Joanne Englehardt
features@santacruzsentinel.
com

Whoa, Nellie! If you
want to see a play that
makes (almost) no sense
yet is crazy funny and engrossing, then “The Realistic Joneses” is the
play for you. It’s running
through June 3 at Center Stage Theater in Santa
Cruz and it’s guaranteed
to make you walk out
thinking, “Huh?”
What was playwright
Will Eno thinking? Better yet, what are the four
Joneses in the play thinking?
Director Gerry Gerringer clearly keeps up with
Eno’s strangely lyrical
yet nonsensical dialogue
and he found four actors
who wondrously preserve
the pyrotechnics of those
words.
Yes, the audience gets a
tad seasick as this quartet frolics, trudges, oozes
and undresses (sometimes
literally, sometimes ﬁguratively), but if you listen
carefully, you’ll hear pleas
for the universal needs of
all humanity: loneliness,
unrequited love, fear, joy,
laughter.
For most of the evening, Bob and Jennifer
Jones (a heart-wrenching Avondina Wills and
a compassionate, deeply
felt performance by Tara
McMilin) try to be the
grownups as their youngish new neighbors Pony
and John (a kooky, innocent-looking Sarah Marsh
and a dynamic, no-holdsbarred acting job by Drew
Crocker) impulsively hide
behind garbage cans before revealing themselves,
pulling up folding chairs
and making themselves at
home in Bob and Jenni-

What: The Realistic Joneses
When: Fridays–Sundays
through June 3
Where: Center Stage, 1001
Center St., Santa Cruz
Tickets: $25general; $23
senior/student
Details: www.sccat.org
point that you don’t want
him to stop talking. He’s
got that loopy smile a la
Will Farrell, a sublimely
innocent face and the
ability to deliver zingers
without seemingly knowing what he’s doing. He
does.
But of course a play is
more than those who are
on stage. MarNae Taylor’s set design is right on
— Bob and Jennifer’s meticulous, upscale backyard replete with a nice
barbecue, patio chairs, a
‘The Realistic Joneses’ offers quirks, laughs at Center
large sunburst sculpture
Stage Theatre through June 3.
on the wall, well-tended
plants and an ornate
fer’s back yard.
non-sequiturs that may
screen door. By contrast,
But all is forgiven
cause you to think you
Pony and John’s backyard
because … well, they
missed part of the conver- looks rather ordinary: an
brought a bottle of wine
sation:
unadorned screen door, a
which, strangely, never
Jennifer: “Do you have few succulent plants and
gets opened. As the two
kids?”
a tiny table and ordinary
couples chat, ﬁrst Pony,
Pony: “No, but John
chairs.
then John ask to use their hates stupid children.”
Erik Gandolﬁ’s sound
bathrooms, again someJohn: “You have a lot of design is well balanced
what puzzling because
composure.”
and clear, Carina Swantheir own home is about
Jennifer: “Thank you.”
berg’s lighting makes the
20 feet away.
John: “I didn’t mean it
entire set easy to see and
Such is the ebb-andas a compliment.”
Bonnie Ronzio efficiently
ﬂow of Eno’s very unorthPony: “I’m only atruns the sound and light
odox play. Yet there are
tracted to half a person. I board
occasional touches of poi- wish I could focus.”
So, basically, that’s all
gnancy, even sadness, but
John: “I have a plan
you need to know. It’s a
usually they are followed
that doesn’t sound like
wild-and-crazy show —
by such quirky situations me.”
really well acted and imand conversations that it’s
So, best to keep up with possible not to like even if
hard to see the drama.
the Joneses, so to speak,
you leave the theater wonNever mind. When
because they talk idiodering what the heck you
you’ve got a play as buoy- syncratically most of the
just saw. The overall tone
antly charming as this
time.
and aura of “Joneses” is
one, it’s best to just go
While all of the perskewed toward irratiowith that ﬂow.
formances are top-notch, nal absurdity. Enjoy it for
Here are a couple of the Crocker is superb to the
what it is.

ENTERTAINMENT

What will the Obamas produce for Netflix?
By Chuck Barney
Bay Area News Group

Barack and Michelle
Obama have maintained a
relatively low proﬁle since
leaving the White House.
But that could be changing
now that they have agreed
to produce original programming for Netﬂix.
The Los Gatos-based
strea min g g ia nt a nnounced on Monday that
the former president and
ﬁrst lady have entered a
multiyear deal that covers
a diverse mix of content,
including the potential for
scripted series, unscripted
series, docu-series, documentaries and features.
The content will be produced by Higher Ground
Productions, a company
recently founded by the
Obamas.
“One of the simple joys
of our time in public service was getting to meet
so many fascinating people
from all walks of life, and
to help them share their experiences with a wider audience,” the former president said in a statement
released by Netﬂix. “That’s
why Michelle and I are so
excited to partner with Netﬂix — we hope to cultivate
and curate the talented, inspiring, creative voices who
are able to promote greater
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Then-President Barack Obama and first lady Michelle Obama wait to greet Italian Prime
Minister Matteo Renzi and his wife Agnese Landini for a State Dinner at the White
House in Washington, Oct. 8, 2016. Netflix says that it has reached a deal with Barack
and Michelle Obama to produce material for the streaming service.
empathy and understanding between peoples, and
help them share their stories with the entire world.”
Obama has had a previous experience with Netflix, appearing on “My Next
Guest Needs No Introduction with David Letterman.”
The former first lady
added her own statement
about how she felt that Netﬂix was a good partner for
the projects they have:
“Barack and I have al-

ways believed in the power
of storytelling to inspire
us, to make us think differently about the world
around us, and to help us
open our minds and hearts
to others,” she said. “Netflix’s unparalleled service is
a natural ﬁt for the kinds
of stories we want to share,
and we look forward to
starting this exciting new
partnership.”
Netﬂix chief content officer Ted Sarandos said in a
statement the Obamas “are

uniquely positioned to discover and highlight stories
of people who make a difference in their communities and strive to change
the world for the better.”
The New York Times
ﬁrst reported in March that
the Obamas were in talks
to sign the streaming deal.
The story said the Obama
projects are not intended to
address President Donald
Trump or conservatives.
Instead, it would focus on
“inspirational content.”

